Optimize your development and production processes!

**Sick of experiments?**
A clever experimental design enables you to achieve significant cost savings, without having to renounce to the result accuracy. Our expert system STAVEX with reports in Internet-like format offers **high user-friendliness** and is thus especially suitable for non-statisticians.

**Data analysis = Nightmare?**
EasyStat, an Excel-based collection of simple, often applicable data visualization and analysis methods, offers elementary **statistical functions in a mouse click**. This validated software is particularly well adapted for a routine use in the laboratory and in production, among others for quality control and optimization.

**Production bottlenecks?**
**A new plant in project?**
Optimized processes and material flows are the best way not to waste capacity and money. With our material flow simulation software SIMBAX, which is tailored to the needs of the process industry, **bottlenecks are very easily eliminated** and **production capacity is increased** while avoiding any superfluous investments.

**Desperate due to inefficient production scheduling?**
If you now regularly try to juggle with capacity restrictions and due dates, shall it be using a pencil, a scheduling board, Excel or an ERP, our **user-friendly scheduling solution** Schedule++, which offers a **graphic visualization of the schedule**, will enable you to facilitate your periodic planning processes and to improve them significantly.

**Support desired?**
Next to the products mentioned above, we also offer a variety of specialized training and consulting services.

**More information?**
Then have a look at our web site [www.aicos.com](http://www.aicos.com) where you can request more information and download additional brochures as well as application reports!